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Best Moonshine Still For Beginner: Top 7 Recommendations Update for 2024

Are you a beginner in the art of moonshine making? Look no further. We’ve got you covered with a comprehensive guide to the best moonshine stills for beginners. Whether you’re interested in small-scale production or just want to try your hand at crafting your own spirits, choosing the right still is essential. From compact and user-friendly designs to affordable options that won’t break the bank, we’ve researched and tested the top models on the market. Get ready to elevate your moonshine game and impress your friends with your homemade creations.

Related serch term: best beginner stills, best beginner moonshine still, best distiller for beginners, distilling basics for beginners





Disclaimer: This post contains affiliate links. I may earn commissions for purchases made through links in this post, at no additional cost to you.

What Is The Best Still To Make Moonshine For Beginners?

The YUEWO 110V Electric 304 Stainless Steel Alcohol Distiller is widely regarded as the top choice for producing moonshine. Crafted from high-quality stainless steel, this multipurpose distiller caters to various types of alcoholic beverages. Its notable feature is the generous capacity, allowing for large-scale moonshine production. Additionally, the distiller boasts a high-performance heating element that ensures swift and efficient attainment of optimal distillation temperatures.

Top 7 Best Moonshine Still For Beginner for 2024

Our Top Picks:

Below is the list of top 8 Best Moonshine Still For Beginner that you can have a look at and buy. Check one by one carefully before purchasing.
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1.Best Overall: YUEWO 110V Electric 304 Stainless Steel Alcohol Distiller 

[image: Best Moonshine Still For Beginner (2)]YUEWO 110V Electric 304 Stainless Steel Alcohol Distiller
YUEWO 110V Electric 304 Stainless Steel Alcohol Distiller , an essential tool to help you make high-quality spirit with ease and convenience.

Key Features:

	Capacity: The YUEWO Still boasts an impressive capacity: 20L/30L/65L (5.3Gal/8Gal/17Gal) , making it suitable for both small-scale and larger-scale distilling projects. This generous size allows for greater production quantities, perfect for those looking to share their homemade spirits with friends and family.


	Stainless Steel Construction: Crafted from high-quality stainless steel, this distiller is not only durable but also resistant to rust and corrosion. The use of stainless steel ensures that your spirits will not be tainted by any unwanted flavors, providing a clean and pure distillation process.


	Efficient Heat Distribution: Equipped with a built-in heating element, the YUEWO Still offers efficient heat distribution throughout the distillation chamber. factors such as temperature and humidity.


	Water Distillation Capability: The YUEWO Still is not limited to wine making alone; it also excels in water distillation. Whether you’re purifying water for drinking or using it in essential oil extraction, this distiller provides a versatile solution for your needs.
	Easy Assembly and Operation: With its user-friendly design, the YUEWO Still ensures a hassle-free assembly and operation process. The step-by-step instructions provided in the package make it accessible for both beginners and seasoned distillers, allowing you to get started quickly and enjoy the fruits of your labor.




    
    
        
            
                                Pros

            

            
	Build Quality: The YUEWO Still’s stainless steel construction ensures durability, longevity, and easy cleaning. The sturdy design gives us confidence in its ability to withstand repeated use, making it a reliable companion for long-term distilling projects.
	Versatility: The ability to distill both wine and water is a standout feature of this kit. Whether you’re a homebrew enthusiast or simply want to purify water at home, the YUEWO Still offers excellent adaptability, allowing you to explore various distillation endeavors.
	Efficient Heating: Equipped with a high-performance heating element, this distiller reaches optimal distillation temperatures quickly and efficiently. The precise temperature control ensures consistent results, allowing you to achieve the desired flavor profiles in your spirits.


        



        
            
                                Cons

            

            
	More expensive than other models: The YUEWO Still is slightly pricier than some of its competitors, making it less accessible for budget-conscious buyers. However, given the high performance and superior quality of this distiller, we believe that it is worth the investment.


        


    


        
    




Reviews of buyer:

Some reviews from buyers of the YUEWO Still 13.2Gal/50Litres Stainless Steel Wine Making Kit Water Distiller raved about the product’s excellent build quality, precise temperature control, and versatility for both wine and water distillation. Others noted that it was easy to assemble and operate while producing great-tasting spirits with every batch. Many agreed that this distiller was worth the investment, as it offers superior performance and longevity compared to other models on the market.

Impressed by the quality and functionality, the user purchased this still as their first one. With a few upgrades, it performed admirably. Just remember to run a cleaning cycle and have some citric acid on hand for cleansing the copper parts after a few runs. ( Read this buyer’s comment directly from Amazon.com by clicking here.)

Read all Customer reviews about this products on Amazone.com by clicking here here.



2. VEVOR – Water Alcohol Distiller
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Key Features:

	Made of high-quality stainless steel
	Comes with a thermometer and hydrometer for accurate temperature and alcohol content readings
	Can be used to distill water, fruit wine, and other liquids in addition to moonshine




    
    
        
            
                                Pros

            

            
	Large capacity
	Durable construction
	Easy to use
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	More expensive than some other options


        


    


        
    




Reviews of buyer:

After thorough testing and extensive research customers reviews, we confidently recommend Vevor distiller as an excellent investment.

A buyer’s rating is as follows:

“I was pleasantly surprised by the quality and durability of this still, especially considering its price. It is built to withstand a gas flame without any issues, and its thickness rivals that of my brew kettle for beer. I was impressed to discover that it came with six clamps for the lid and a drain, both of which were not shown in the photos. Additionally, the inclusion of a cloth cover for the false bottom to prevent debris from falling through and scorching was a nice touch.

While the ceramic balls are a great addition, I decided to add some loosely packed copper mesh to help remove sulfurs, as everything in this kettle is made of stainless steel. Overall, this kettle is much simpler to use than my column still and can handle a higher volume. I am extremely satisfied with my purchase.” Read full review in here.

Explore comprehensive buyer reviews by click here.

Some reviews of VEVOR still from Reddit

3. Copperholic 5 Gallon Pure Copper Alembic Still for whiskey, moonshine essential oi
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Key Features:

	Made of pure copper for superior flavor
	Comes with a thermometer, hydrometer, and other accessories for precise temperature control
	Can be used to distill whiskey, moonshine, and essential oils




    
    
        
            
                                Pros

            

            
	Handcrafted design
	High quality materials
	Easy to use and monitor progress visually


        



        
            
                                Cons

            

            
	More expensive than some other options
	Requires a bit more effort to use correctly.


        


    


        
    




4. WMN_TRULYSTEP DIY 3 Gal 12 Liters Home Distiller
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Key Features:

	Made of food-grade stainless steel
	Can be used to make moonshine, whiskey, and other spirits
	Comes with a thermometer and hydrometer for accurate readings




    
    
        
            
                                Pros

            

            
	Affordable price
	Easy to assemble and use
	Compact size for easy storage


        



        
            
                                Cons

            

            
	Smaller capacity than some other options


        


    


        
    




5. OLizee 8 Gal Stainless Steel Water Alcohol Distiller Copper Tube
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Key Features:

	Made of stainless steel and copper
	Comes with a thermometer and hydrometer for accurate readings
	Can be used to distill water, fruit wine, and other liquids in addition to moonshine




    
    
        
            
                                Pros

            

            
	Large capacity
	Durable construction
	Attractive design


        



        
            
                                Cons

            

            
	More expensive than some other options
	Copper parts may require occasional polishing to maintain appearance


        


    


        
    




6. Seeutek 5 Gallon 18L Copper Tube Moonshine Still
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Key Features:

	Made of copper, which is known for its superior heat conductivity
	Comes with a thermometer and hydrometer for accurate readings
	Can be used to make moonshine, whiskey, and other spirits




    
    
        
            
                                Pros

            

            
	Attractive design
	Easy to assemble and use
	Compact size for easy storage


        



        
            
                                Cons

            

            
	The cooling coil in the pan isn’t positioned optimally.


        


    


        
    




7. VIVOHOME 5 Gal Alcohol Still – 3 Stainless Steel Pots

Product and Package Information:


	Material: Stainless Steel and Red Copper
	Boiler Barrel Capacity: 5.0 Gal / 19 L
	Condenser Keg Capacity: 0.9 Gal / 3.5 L
	Product Weight: 11.0 lbs. / 5 kg
	Distillation time: 2 to 3 hours
	Copper Tube Thickness: 0.03″ / 0.7 mm




The VIVOHOME 5 Gallon Alcohol Still – 3 Stainless Steel Pots distillation kit of exceptional quality is ideal for both beginners and professionals. Crafted from food-grade materials, it guarantees secure and airtight sealing. With superb heat conductivity and an integrated thermometer, it delivers remarkable cooling efficiency. The kit is versatile, enabling the distillation of alcohol, production of essential oils, fruit wines, and much more.

Factors to Consider Before Buying Moonshine Still:

	Size: How much alcohol do you want to produce? The size of your still should be able to accommodate the amount of liquid you wish to make.
	Material: Moonshine stills are typically made from copper, stainless steel or aluminum. Each material has its own unique properties that can affect the flavor and quality of the spirit.
	Heat Source: Depending on the type of still you have, it will require either a gas or electric heat source. Consider the type of fuel that is most convenient for you to use before making your purchase.
	Safety: Safety should be a top priority when working with a moonshine still. Always follow all safety instructions and precautions provided by the manufacturer to avoid any serious injury or damage.
	Price: Consider your budget and the cost of each still before making your purchase. You can find moonshine stills at varying price points depending on size, material and quality.
	Warranty: Many moonshine stills come with a warranty, so make sure to read through the details. This can help ensure that you are covered in case of any defects or malfunctions.
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    I highly recommend VEVOR for home distillation. Thank you for your valuable suggestions.
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    Thank you for your post about Copperholic Still! I purchased a set and was pleasantly surprised that it exceeded my expectations. The packaging was top-notch and the product arrived in perfect condition. I just completed my first run with it and everything worked flawlessly. Thank you again for the recommendation.
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    After extensive research on reddit and other sources, I came across numerous recommendations for the VEVOR 30L. Intrigued by the positive feedback, I decided to give it a try myself. And let me tell you, this product did not disappoint. It is truly amazing.
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    Hey there! Just a quick question: Does Vevor still include a water pump with their product?
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    Yes, This still set includes pump and all beginner’s tools
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    I just had to drop by and express my gratitude for your post. Thanks to you, I decided to give Copperholic 5 Gallon a shot at creating my own Vodka. Despite it taking quite a while for my first attempt, the end result was beyond incredible. I’m absolutely loving it!
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    I purchased YUEWO Still as my initial one and received assistance from an experienced distiller to execute my inaugural batch. The quality and operation left a positive impression on him. I did make some modifications including switching to clear tubing and using a water flow valve that offered more precise adjustments. Besides these adjustments, the performance was excellent. I highly recommend performing a cleaning run and having citric acid on hand to clean the copper parts after a few initial runs.
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    I purchased the YUEWO Still based on the recommendation from this blog, and I must say that it is a remarkable piece of equipment. Although there is a learning curve to fully utilize all its features, it is quick to assemble, disassemble, and clean. I am grateful for the suggestion.
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    I am truly impressed with YUEWO. It is a modern, convenient, and fast Distiller.
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    I used to start distilling with the VEVOR 5L, but now I want to scale up my production, so I switched to the YUEWO Still 13L model. So far, it’s been working great, but I’ll have to see how it goes in the long run.
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Affiliate Disclosure (Disclaimer)


As an Amazon Associate, bestmoonshinestillforbeginner.com participates in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon properties.


The price of the item is the same whether it is an affiliate link or not. Having said that, we recommend only products or services we believe will add value to our readers.

	

		
		
About Us


At bestmoonshinestillforbeginner.com , we are passionate about providing beginners with the tools, resources, and information they need to find the best home distiller. Our commitment to unbiased reviews and comparisons ensures that our customers can make informed decisions. Join us in making your own moonshine and enjoy the experience!
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